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The Balthazar Cookbook
The definitive cookbook by the celebrated chef and managing
director of Freds at Barneys New York, one of the nation's
most fashionable restaurants. Barneys New York, with its
flagship store on Madison Avenue, is a world-famous cuttingedge fashion destination, and a true New York phenomenon.
And since 1996, Barneys' restaurant Freds has been offering
in food what Barneys offers in fashion: a luxury destination
that provides a level of personal service second to none.
Their inventive takes on the modern bistro keeps their elite
clientele coming back for more. In The Freds at Barneys New
York Cookbook, Strausman invites you into the kitchen of this
institution and teaches you how to bring a piece of New York
chic into your own home. Whether its the Belgian Fries or
Estelle's Chicken Soup, Mark's Madison Avenue Salad or
Cheese Fondue Scrambled Eggs, this cookbook
commemorates all of the delicious recipes Freds has served
over the years at the Madison Avenue, Chelsea, Beverly Hills,
and Chicago locations.
With nothing more than a panini grill, a toaster oven, and a
few simple ingredients, Jennifer and Jason Denton bring the
fresh, robust flavors of Italy to your home table in Simple
Italian Sandwiches. Eating in Italy is all about simple
pleasures, relaxing with good company, and savoring fresh,
no-frills foods like traditional toasted panini, crustless
tramezzini, and crunchy bruschetta. In Simple Italian
Sandwiches, Jennifer and Jason Denton offer up a collection
of recipes for these classic bread-based dishes, plus
condiments, antipasti, and salads that are easy enough for
the novice cook yet tasty enough for anyone with a
sophisticated palate. From Soppressata, Fontina, and
Arugula Panini, to Mozzarella and Basil Pesto Tramezzini, to
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Roasted Butternut Squash, Walnut, and Asiago Bruschetta,
the dishes can be prepared in minutes and require minimal
cooking. With simplicity the governing rule for today's busy
schedules, Simple Italian Sandwiches is the ideal cookbook
for anyone who wants to prepare vibrant, flavorful food for
family and friends, and then sit down and enjoy it with them.
A tribute to one of New York City's premier eateries traces the
rich history of Tavern on the Green from its 1870s origins its
evolution into a one-of-a-kind restaurant and highlights its
memorable food with 150 delicious recipes for some of its
signature dishes, menus, entertaining and decorating tips,
and celebrity photographs.
A fun, deep dive into the world of delicious barbecue and how
to bring it to your own backyard from two celebrated New
York chefs (Matt Abdoo of Del Posto and Shane McBride of
Balthazar) who gave up their Michelin starred restaurants for
the smoke and ribs at Pig Beach!
A definitive resource for the modern meat lover, with 125
recipes and fully-illustrated step-by-step instructions for
making brined, smoked, cured, skewered, braised, rolled,
tied, and stuffed meats at home; plus a guide to sourcing,
butchering, and cooking with the finest cuts. The tradition of
preserving meats is one of the oldest of all the food arts.
Nevertheless, the craft charcuterie movement has captured
the modern imagination, with scores of charcuteries opening
across the country in recent years, and none is so well-loved
and highly regarded as the San Francisco Bay Area’s Fatted
Calf. In this much-anticipated debut cookbook, Fatted Calf coowners and founders Taylor Boetticher and Toponia Miller
present an unprecedented array of meaty goods, with recipes
for salumi, pâtés, roasts, sausages, confits, and everything in
between. A must-have for the meat-loving home cook, DIYtypes in search of a new pantry project, and professionals
looking to broaden their repertoire, In the Charcuterie boasts
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more than 125 recipes and fully-illustrated instructions for
making brined, smoked, cured, skewered, braised, rolled,
tied, and stuffed meats at home, plus a primer on whole
animal butchery. Take your meat cooking to the next level:
Start with a whole hog middle, stuff it with a piquant array of
herbs and spices, then roll it, tie it, and roast it for a
ridiculously succulent, gloriously porky take on porchetta
called The Cuban. Or, brandy your own prunes at home to
stuff a decadent, caul fat–lined Duck Terrine. If it’s sausage
you crave, follow Boetticher and Miller’s step-by-step
instructions for grinding, casing, linking, looping, and smoking
your own homemade Hot Links or Kolbász. With its
impeccably tested recipes and lush, full-color photography,
this instructive and inspiring tome is destined to become the
go-to reference on charcuterie—and a treasure for anyone
fascinated by the art of cooking with and preserving meat.
"The definitive cookbook on using local ingredients to create
unforgettable dishes. Throughout the culinary world, Simon is
revered. He is the chef and owner of L'Enclume, the 2
Michelin star restaurant in Cumbria that famously starred in
Steve Coogan and Rob Brydon's film, The Trip and has won
Best Restaurant OFM Awards and The Good Food Guide's
Best Restaurant for the past 4 years. He was a winner on
BBC2s Great British Menu and a mentor on MasterChef.
There is also Rogan & Company, Aulis - a research kitchen and 2 more restaurants coming up in London. Renowned for
the clarity of ethos he brings, as well as a brilliant reputation
for artistry, innovation and excellence, his talent and vision
shine through. Simon is uniquely placed to write a definitive
cookbook that changes the tenor of cookery publishing. Here
is a book that perfectly communicates his philosophy of taking
farmed and foraged seasonal ingredients to create
unforgettable dishes. Simon has led the way in showing that
innovative cookery is at its best when using local ingredients
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with imagination and passion. His food is beautifully refined
and has transformed how we view locally-sourced cuisine the Farm to Plate ethos. The book showcases recipes that
use beautiful ingredients, but ones that are accessible
everywhere, and vibrant recipe pictures alongside
photography capturing the life and landscapes of his farm in
Cumbria, where his two Michelin star restaurant L'Enclume is
based."--Provided by publisher.
The winningest man in barbecause shares the secrets of his
success. Rule number one? Keep it simple. In the world of
competitive barbecue, nobody’s won more prize money,
more trophies, or more adulation than Myron Mixon. And he
comes by it honestly: From the time he was old enough to
stoke a pit, Mixon learned the art of barbecue at his father’s
side. He grew up to expand his parent’s sauce business,
Jack’s Old South, and in the process became the leader of
the winningest team in competitive barbecue. It’s Mixon’s
combination of killer instinct and killer recipes that has led him
to three world championships and more than 180 grand
championships and made him the breakout star of TLC’s
BBQ Pitmasters. Now, for the first time, Mixon’s stepping out
from behind his rig to teach you how he does it. Rule number
one: People always try to overthink barbecue and make it
complicated. Don’t do it! Mixon will show you how you can
apply his “keep it simple” mantra in your own backyard. He’ll
take you to the front lines of barbecue and teach you how to
turn out ’cue like a seasoned pro. You’ll learn to cook like
Mixon does when he’s on the road competing and when
he’s at home, with great tips on • the basics, from choosing
the right wood to getting the best smoker or grill • the
formulas for the marinades, rubs, injections, and sauces
you’ll need • the perfect ways to cook up hog, ribs, brisket,
and chicken, including Mixon’s famous Cupcake Chicken
Mixon shares more than 75 of his award-winning
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recipes—including one for the most sinful burger you’ll ever
eat—and advice that will end any anxiety over cooking times
and temps and change your backyard barbecues forever. He
also fills you in on how he rose to the top of the competitive
barbecue universe and his secrets for succulent success.
Complete with mouth-watering photos, Smokin’ with Myron
Mixon will fire you up for a tasty time.
Pulled from the bartender's recipe box at Schiller's' Liquor
bar, this collection delivers the classic cocktails and original
drinks that are a signature of Keith McNally's neighborhood
bar and New York City hotspot. Includes four books: Classic
Cocktails: Reflecting the simplicity of the original Schiller’s
cocktail menu, this volume contains perfected recipes for
classic drinks such as the French 75, Blood Orange Mimosa,
Pimm’s Cup, Dark and Stormy, Calvados Sidecar, Mint Julep
and more. Artisanal Updates: Created by the bar staff at
Schiller’s, these updated drinks are subtle variations on
classic cocktails, with a focus on fresh ingredients and
homemade syrups and infusions. Recipes include the Chai
Fashioned, Mint Collins, Pear Jalapeno Margarita, Walnut
Manhattan, White Chocolate Martini and more. Seasonal
Drinks: Offering the right drink for every occasion and every
time of year, this book contains seasonal crowd-pleasing
favorites like Hot Buttered Rum, Spiked Cider, Cranberry
Toddy, Mojitos, Sangria, and holiday punches. The
Bartender’s Handbook: A complete guide from bar basics to
advanced techniques, this is the essential overview for mixing
drinks at home. Tips on serving drinks in the right glass,
stocking a home bar, recipes for small-batch syrups and
infusions, and more are included. With full-color photography
throughout each 98-page book, this collection celebrates
cocktails that are one part vintage combined with modern
appeal.
“A big, handsome book full of wonderful photographs,
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nostalgic tales and enticing recipes—some dating back to the
restaurant’s opening 100 years ago.” —The Miami Herald
Situated in midtown Manhattan’s beautiful, bustling train
station, Grand Central Oyster Bar & Restaurant stands in a
class by itself. From its unique position in the Terminal’s
lower level, with the famous Whispering Gallery at its
entrance, waiters have been serving up platters of the
freshest seafood for over a century. Here are more than 100
of the restaurant’s best-loved classic recipes—some dating
back to its opening in 1913—along with behind-the-scenes
stories, historical anecdotes, and a wealth of expert
information on buying, cooking, and serving fish. Featured
throughout are vintage images and ephemera, along with
gorgeous photos of mouthwatering favorites from raw bar to
buffet. With recipes that have stood the test of time, The
Grand Central Oyster Bar & Restaurant Cookbook is a musthave for seafood lovers and fans of this famous New York
City landmark.

From one of the world's top dining destinations, New
York's three-Michelin-starred restaurant Eleven Madison
Park, comes an updated single-volume collection of
more than 80 recipes, stories, food photographs, and
watercolor paintings from celebrated chef Daniel Humm.
JAMES BEARD AWARD FINALIST • NAMED ONE OF
THE BEST COOKBOOKS OF THE YEAR BY THE
ATLANTIC Originally published as a two-volume, signed
edition and limited to only 11,000 print copies, this
revised edition of Eleven Madison Park: The Next
Chapter refashions the deluxe slipcase edition into one
high-quality, single volume. Of the 80 recipes and
stories, more than 30 of the recipes are brand new and
reflect the dishes being served at the restaurant now.
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Along with 30 brand-new food photos, there are also
nearly 15 new watercolors and stories discussing the
restaurant's recent renovation, among other topics. This
collection reflects on the time during which Eleven
Madison Park garnered scores of accolades, including
four stars from the New York Times, three Michelin stars,
seven James Beard Foundation awards, and the number
one spot on the World's 50 Best Restaurants list. In this
fresh package, Chef Daniel Humm describes his
unparalleled culinary journey and inspiration.
From brunch to dessert, these kitchen madams serve up
history New Orleans style! Author and culinary historian
Poppy Tooker masterfully combines all the myriad
strands that fill the rooms of Tujague’s beautifully
restored establishment into a whole cloth of foodie lore.
As the second oldest restaurant in New Orleans,
Tujague’s boasts more than a century of fresh Creole
cuisine served in the heart of the French Quarter. More
than a cookbook, this foray into history combines
memorabilia from the restaurant’s archives with
stunning modern images from New Orleans
photographers Sam Hanna and Louis Sahuc. The
dramatic story of the successful effort to save the
restaurant is included, along with tales of ghostly guests
and authentic dishes and drinks celebrating the oldest
standup bar in America and the restaurant that created
the international tradition of brunch.
The updated edition of the classic introduction to wine for
everyone, by Master Sommelier Andea Immer Robinson.
Great Wine Made Simple established Andrea Immer
Robinson as America’s favorite wine writer. Avoiding the
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traditional and confusingly vague wine language of
“bouquet” and “nose,” it instead discussed wine in
commonsense terms. Now, thoroughly revised, this
edition lives up to its title by making selecting and
enjoying wine truly straightforward. You will never again
have to fear pricey bottles that don’t deliver, snobby
wine waiters, foreign terminology, or encyclopedic
restaurant wine lists. You’ll be able to buy or order wine
with confidence—and get just the wine you want—by
learning the “Big Six” basic styles (which comprise 80
percent of today’s top-selling wines), how they taste,
how to read any wine label, and how to pick a wine off a
restaurant menu. Ten new flavor maps show what to
expect from climates around the world. A refreshing
blend of in-depth knowledge and accessibility, Great
Wine Made Simple is a welcome resource for those who
are intrigued by wine but don’t know where to start and
makes it easy to master the ins and outs of choosing a
wine that you and your guests will love—on any budget.
A gourmand's guide to the slim life shares the principles
of French gastronomy, the art of enjoying all edibles in
proportion, arguing that the secret of being thin and
happy lies in the ability to appreciate and balance
pleasures, not in deprivation, in a guide that includes
inspirational true-life stories, simple advice, and dozens
of delectable recipes. Reprint.
Introduces Sunday supper recipes served at the Los
Angeles restaurant, Lucques, organized according to
season, demonstrating the importance of fresh
ingredients combined in unexpected ways to create
appetizers, main courses, and desserts.
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From the acclaimed owner of Brooklyn’s Diner, Marlow
& Sons, Marlow & Daughters, Reynard, The Ides,
Achilles Heel, She Wolf Bakery, Marlow Goods,
Roman’s, and the Wythe Hotel comes this debut
cookbook capturing a year’s worth of dishes meant to
be shared among friends. Andrew Tarlow has grown a
restaurant empire on the simple idea that a meal can
somehow be beautiful and ambitious, while also being
unfussy and inviting. Personal and accessible, Dinner at
the Long Table brings Tarlow’s keen eye for combining
design and taste to a collection of seventeen seasonal
menus ranging from small gatherings to blow-out
celebrations. The menus encompass memorable feasts
and informal dinners and include recipes like a leisurely
ragu, followed by fruit and biscotti; paella with tomato
toasts, and a Catalan custard; fried calamari sandwiches
and panzanella; or a lamb tajine with spiced couscous,
pickled carrots, and apricots in honey. Dinner at the Long
Table includes family-style meals that have become a
tradition in his home. Written with Anna Dunn, the
cookbook is organized by occasion and punctuated with
personal anecdotes and photography. Much more than
just a beautiful cookbook, Dinner at the Long Table is a
thematic exploration into cooking, inspiration, and
creativity, with a focus on the simple yet innate human
practice of preparing and enjoying food together.
Deliciously organized by the Seven Deadly Sins, here is
a scintillating history of forbidden foods through the
ages—and how these mouth-watering taboos have
defined cultures around the world. From the lusciously
tempting fruit in the Garden of Eden to the divine foie
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gras, Stewart Lee Allen engagingly illustrates that when
a pleasure as primal as eating is criminalized, there is
often an astonishing tale to tell. Among the foods thought
to encourage Lust, the love apple (now known as the
tomato) was thought to possess demonic spirits until the
nineteenth century. The Gluttony “course” invites the
reader to an ancient Roman dinner party where nearly
every dish served—from poppy-crusted rodents to
“Trojan Pork”—was considered a crime against the state.
While the vice known as Sloth introduces the sad story of
“The Lazy Root” (the potato), whose popularity in
Ireland led British moralists to claim that the Great
Famine was God’s way of punishing the Irish for eating
a food that bred degeneracy and idleness. Filled with
incredible food history and the author’s travels to many
of these exotic locales, In the Devil’s Garden also
features recipes like the matzo-ball stews outlawed by
the Spanish Inquisition and the forbidden “chocolate
champagnes” of the Aztecs. This is truly a delectable
book that will be consumed by food lovers, culinary
historians, amateur anthropologists, and armchair
travelers alike. Bon appétit!
NATIONAL BESTSELLER Popular blogger and lifestyle
influencer Monika Hibbs shares her favourite recipes and
crafts to bring thoughtful touches to all of life's
moments--big or small. Monika Hibbs has found joy in
planning gatherings since she was a little girl, but it's not
just the hallmark occasions she spends time thinking
about. Over the years, she has learned just how
important it is to slow down and savour life's simple,
everyday moments, in addition to the holidays and
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milestones. In Gather at Home, Monika Hibbs shares her
favourite relaxed and easy ways to make your everyday
moments and seasonal celebrations special. Use
Monika's collection of over 100 simple recipes, crafts,
and do-it-yourself projects, conveniently divided by
season, to turn your Friday family games night, Mother's
Day brunch, holiday dinner, or outdoor evening barbecue
into something memorable, and to create other effortless
moments that your friends and family will cherish for
years to come. You'll find breakfast, lunch, dinner, and
dessert ideas to fit the mood of every season, as well as
crafts and do-it-yourself projects you can easily get the
kids involved with. Draw inspiration from the lush
photography, and add Monika's extra-special touches to
make every moment a well-crafted one that will show
your family and friends just how much you care.
Shares recipes that reflect the author's philosophies
about simple preparation, seasonal ingredients, and
satisfying flavors, providing complementary
recommendations for entertaining, menu planning, and
wine selection.
The Brooklyn destination the New York Times called “one of
the most extraordinary restaurants in the country”—which
began as a pizza place and quickly redefined the urban food
landscape—releases its highly anticipated debut cookbook.
When Roberta’s opened in 2008 in a concrete bunker in
Bushwick, it was a pizzeria where you could stop in for dinner
and stumble out hours later, happy. It’s still a down-the-rabbithole kind of place but has also become a destination for
groundbreaking food, a wholly original dining experience, and
a rooftop garden that marked the beginning of the urban
farming movement in New York City. The forces behind
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Roberta’s—chef Carlo Mirarchi and co-owners Brandon Hoy
and Chris Parachini—share recipes, photographs, and stories
meant to capture the experience of Roberta’s for those who
haven’t been, and to immortalize it for those who’ve been
there since the beginning.
A chef and a photographer team up to celebrate the wonders
of Martha's Vineyard with a collection of recipes and color
photographs, presenting a host of seasonal dishes that range
from succotash chowder with littleneck clams, to gingerbread
with dark rums
A collection of classic French brasserie recipes from the
celebrated Balthazar restaurant includes more than one
hundred signature dishes, all adapted for the home cook,
including Onion Soup Gratine, Goat Cheese Tart,
Bouillabaisse, Steak au Poivre, and Cassoulet, along with
suggestions on accompaniments and advice on cooking
techniques. 35,000 first printing. Good Cook.
The best of French Bistro cooking--simple yet sophisticated
tastes--by the owner and chef of the celebrated New York
restaurant. BUVETTE: The Pleasure of Good Food
BUVETTE will celebrate and capitalize on the trend of
informal eating and simple entertaining, but with delicious
flair. Jody Williams, owner of Buvette restaurant, shows the
home cook how to create casual, polished meals without
spending a lot of money or time. She has a certain aesthetic
that is a combination of Italian and French bistro cooking in
that she uses sophisticated taste combinations, but prepared
in simple ways to make unforgettable dishes. A comfortable
and interesting table will make your meals a pleasure and
Williams offers suggestions for using varied plates (from your
shelves or the flea market) and helps you think creatively
about serving food, like scooping ice cream into a tea cup, or
serving chocolate mousse in a silver tablespoon. There will
be recipes like Ricotta Fritters, Carrot Spoon Bread, Shaved
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Brussels Sprouts with Pecorino and Walnuts, Potato Chips
with Rosemary Salt, Scallops with Caper Brown Butter,
Ratatouille, Roasted Heirloom Apples Stuffed with Pork
Sausage, Chocolate on a Spoon, and her special Tarte Tatin.
There will be sections on Aperitifs and Cocktails and Coffees
and Teas. Also included will be 25 sidebars that offer useful
tips on everything from building a bar to removing wine stains.
With gorgeous photography and surprisingly simple recipes,
this will be the book cooks will turn to again and again.
Paula Wolfert's name is synonymous with revealing the
richres of authentic Mediterranean cooking, especially the
cuisine of Morocco. In The Food of Morocco, she brings to
bear more than forty years of experience of, love of, and
original research on the traditional food of that country. The
result is the definitive book on Moroccan cuisine, from tender
Berber skillet bread to spiced hariria (the classic soup made
with lentils and chickpeas), from chicken with tangy preserved
lemon and olives to steamed sweet and savoury breast of
lamb stuffed with couscous and dates. The recipes are clear
and inviting, and infused with the author's unparalleled
knowledge of this delicious food. Essays illuminate the
essential elements of Moroccan flavour and emphasise the
accessibility of once hard-to-find ingredients such as saffron,
argan oil and Moroccan cumin seed.
Explore New York restaurant Balthazar and everything that
makes it iconic in this brilliantly revealing book that celebrates
the brasserie’s twentieth anniversary. Keith McNally, star
restauranteur, gave author Reggie Nadelson unprecedented
access to his legendary Soho brasserie, its staff, the archives,
and the kitchens. Journalist Nadelson, who has covered
restaurants and food for decades on both sides of the
Atlantic, recounts the history of the French brasserie and how
Keith McNally reinvented the concept for New York City. At
Balthazar is an irresistible, mouthwatering narrative, driven by
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the drama of a restaurant that serves half a million meals a
year, employs over two hundred people, and has operated on
a twenty-four hour cycle for twenty years. Upstairs and down,
good times and bad, Nadelson explores the intricacies of the
restaurant’s every aspect, interviewing the chef, waiters,
bartenders, dishwashers—the human element of the
beautifully oiled machine. With evocative color photographs
by Peter Nelson, sixteen new recipes from Balthazar
Executive Chef Shane McBride and head bakers Paula Oland
and Mark Tasker, At Balthazar voluptuously celebrates an
amazing institution.
Welcome to the world's most exciting foodscape, Spain, with
its vibrant marriage of rustic traditions, Mediterranean palate,
and endlessly inventive cooks. The New Spanish Table
lavishes with sexy tapas —Crisp Potatoes with Spicy Tomato
Sauce, Goat Cheese-Stuffed Pequillo Peppers. Heralds a
gazpacho revolution—try the luscious, neon pink combination
of cherry, tomato, and beet. Turns paella on its head with the
dinner party favorite, Toasted Pasta "Paella" with Shrimp.
From taberna owners and Michelin-starred chefs, farmers,
fishermen, winemakers, and nuns who bake like a dream—in
all, 300 glorious recipes, illustrated throughout in dazzling
color. ¡Estupendo!
"Tell me what you eat and I will tell you what you are,"
declares French author Jean Anthelme Brillat-Savarin in one
of the aphorisms that introduces this 1825 masterpiece on the
subject of cooking as an art and eating as a pleasure.
Humorous, satirical, and convivial, this extended paean to the
joys of food and drink has earned an enduring place in the
world's literature. Brillat-Savarin found his true passion in
gastronomy, asserting that "the discovery of a new dish does
more for the happiness of mankind than the discovery of a
new star." In his sparkling anecdotal style, he offers witty
meditations on the senses, the science of gastronomy, the
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erotic virtue of truffles, hunting wild turkeys in America,
Parisian restaurants, the history of cooking, corpulence, diets,
the best ways of making coffee and chocolate, and a hundred
other engaging topics. He also shares some of his best
recipes, including tunny omelette, pheasant, and Swiss
fondue. No cook, chef, gourmet, or lover of fine food should
miss this landmark in the gastronomic literature, a timeless
work that has charmed and informed two centuries of
epicures.
The remarkable story of a restaurant on top of the world—built
by a legend, destroyed in tragedy—and an era in New York
City it helped to frame In the 1970s, New York City was
plagued by crime, filth, and an ineffective government. The
city was falling apart, and even the newly constructed World
Trade Center threatened to be a fiasco. But in April 1976, a
quarter-mile up on the 107th floor of the North Tower, a new
restaurant called Windows on the World opened its doors—a
glittering sign that New York wasn’t done just yet. In The
Most Spectacular Restaurant in the World, journalist Tom
Roston tells the complete history of this incredible restaurant,
from its stunning $14-million opening to 9/11 and its tragic
end. There are stories of the people behind it, such as Joe
Baum, the celebrated restaurateur, who was said to be the
only man who could outspend an unlimited budget; the welltipped waiters; and the cavalcade of famous guests, as well
as everyday people celebrating the key moments in their
lives. Roston also charts the changes in American food, from
baroque and theatrical to locally sourced and organic. Built on
nearly 150 original interviews, The Most Spectacular
Restaurant in the World is the story of New York City’s
restaurant culture and the quintessential American drive to
succeed.

From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of
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Deceptively Delicious, an essential collection of
more than 100 simple recipes that will transform
even the most kitchen-phobic “Can’t Cooks” into
“Can Cooks.” Are you smart enough to dodge a
telemarketer yet clueless as to how to chop a clove
of garlic? Are you clever enough to forward an e-mail
but don’t know the difference between broiling and
baking? Ingenious enough to operate a blow-dryer
but not sure how to use your blender? If you are
basically competent, then Jessica Seinfeld’s The
Can’t Cook Book is for you. If you find cooking scary
or stressful or just boring, Jessica has a calm,
confidencebuilding approach to cooking, even for
those who’ve never followed a recipe or used an
oven. Jessica shows you how to prepare deliciously
simple food—from Caesar salad, rice pilaf, and
roasted asparagus to lemon salmon, roast chicken,
and flourless fudge cake. At the beginning of each
dish, she explains up front what the challenge will
be, and then shows you exactly how to overcome
any hurdles in easy-to-follow, step-by-step
instructions. Designed to put the nervous cook at
ease, The Can’t Cook Book is perfect for anyone
who wants to gain confidence in the kitchen—and,
who knows, maybe even master a meal or two.
Delicious Jewish food enjoyed with friends and
family is the foundation of Jack's Wife Freda, and
Maya and Dean bring the same vibrant energy and
love of great cooking and healthful eating to their first
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cookbook. Whether you live around the corner and
pop in regularly for a favourite meal or look forward
to an out-of-town visit, this beautifully illustrated and
user-friendly book makes it easy to eat from Jack's
Wife Freda all day, every day.
With her passion for fine food and, above all, her
appetite for love and life, Gael Greene traces her
rise from a Velveeta cocoon in the Midwest to
powerful critic of New York magazine. Love and
food, foreplay and fork play, haute cuisine and social
history--all become inextricably linked as the author
lifts the lid on her most provocative subject
yet--herself. Along the way there are tales of her
saucy erotic adventures and intimate portraits of the
culinary icons of our time--Julia Child, André Soltner,
James Beard, among others--and revealing
dissections of New York's legendary "in" spots,
including Elaine's, Le Bernardin, Le Cirque, Odeon,
and Balthazar.
Jacket.
Bistro is warm. Bistro is family. Bistro is simple,
hearty, generous cuisine-robust soups and country
omelets, wine-scented stews and bubbling gratins,
and desserts from a grandmother's kitchen.
Researched and written by Patricia Wells, author of
The Food Lover's Guide to Paris and The Food
Lover's Guide to France, together with over 220,000
copies in print, here is a celebration of the nononsense, inexpensive, soul-satisfying cuisine of the
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neighborhood restaurants of France. BISTRO
COOKING contains over 200 scrumptious bistro
recipes made lighter and quicker for the way we
cook today. Warm Poached Sausage with Potato
Salad. Benoit's Mussel Soup. Guy Savoy's Fall Leg
of Lamb. Beef Stew with Wild Mushrooms and
Orange, Chicken Basquaise, Pasta with Lemon,
Ham, and Black Olives, L'Ami Louis' Potato Cake,
Provencal Roast Tomatoes, Pears in Red Wine, and
Golden Cream and Apple Tart. Throughout, lively
notes and sidebars capture the world of bistro
owners in the kitchen, les grands chefs, and more.
Selection of the Book-of-the-Month Club. Winner of
the 1989 IACP Seagram Food and Beverage Award.
Over 166,000 copies in print.
The brother chefs from the nine-restaurant Blue
Ribbon chain share favorite American comfort food
recipes, including Classic Herb-Roasted Chicken
with Lemon and Sage and Baked Blintz Soufflé with
Brown Sugar Bananas.
Americans have fallen in love with Spanish food in
recent years, and no one has done more to play
matchmaker than the award-winning chef José
Andrés. In this irresistible companion volume to his
public television show Made in Spain, José reminds
us—in the most alluring and delicious way—that the
food of his native Spain is as varied and inventive as
any of the world’s great cuisines. To prove it, José
takes us on a flavorful tour of his beloved homeland,
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from Andalucía to Aragón. Along the way, he shares
recipes that reflect not just local traditions but also
the heart and soul of Spain’s distinctive cooking. In
the Basque Country, we discover great fish dishes
and the haute cuisine of some of the finest
restaurants in the world. In Cantabria, famous for its
dairy products, we find wonderful artisanal cheeses.
In Valencia, we learn why the secret to unforgettable
paella is all in the rice. And in Castilla La Mancha,
José shows us the land of the great Don Quixote,
where a magical flower produces precious saffron.
The dishes of Made in Spain show the diversity of
Spanish cooking today as it is prepared in homes
and restaurants from north to south—from casual
soups and sandwiches to soul-warming dishes of
long-simmered beans and artfully composed salads.
Many dishes showcase the fine Spanish products
that are now widely available across America. Many
more are prepared with the regular ingredients
available in any good supermarket. With more than
one hundred simple, straightforward recipes that
beautifully capture the flavors and essence of
Spanish cooking, Made in Spain is an indispensable
addition to any cookbook collection.
An American adaptation of a standard guide to the
French culinary arts
The Balthazar CookbookClarkson Potter
A collection of more than 80 wonderfully creative, fresh,
and delicious cocktails that only require a bottle of your
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favorite spirit, plus fresh ingredients you can easily find
at the market. In The One-Bottle Cocktail, Maggie
Hoffman brings fancy drinking to the masses by making
cocktails approachable enough for those with a tiny
home bar. Conversational and authoritative, this book
puts simple, delicious, and inventive drinks into your
hands wherever you are, with ingredients you can easily
source and no more than one spirit. Organized by
spirit--vodka, gin, agave, rum, brandy, and
whiskey--each chapter offers fresh, eye-opening
cocktails like the Garden Gnome (vodka, green tomato,
basil, and lime), Night of the Hunter (gin, figs, thyme, and
grapefruit soda), and the Bluest Chai (rye whiskey, chai
tea, and balsamic vinegar). These recipes won't break
the bank, won't require an emergency run to the liquor
store, and (best of all!) will delight cocktail lovers of all
stripes.
From the perfect pot roast to the fragrant complexity of
braised endive, there's no food more satisfying than a
well-braised dish. The art of braising comes down to us
from the earliest days of cooking, when ingredients were
enclosed in a heavy pot and buried in the hot embers of
a dying fire until tender and bathed in a deliciously
concentrated sauce. Today, braising remains as popular
and as uncomplicated as ever. Molly Stevens's All About
Braising is a comprehensive guide to this versatile way
of cooking, written to instruct a cook at any level.
Everything you need to know is here, including: a
thorough explanation of the principles of good braising
with helpful advice on the best cuts of meat, the right
choice of fish and vegetables, and the right pots, 125
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reliable, easy-to-follow recipes for meat, poultry,
seafood, and vegetables, ranging from quick-braised
weeknight dishes to slow-cooked weekend braises,
planning tips to highlight the fact that braised foods taste
just as good, if not even better, as leftovers, a variety of
enlightened wine suggestions for any size pocketbook
with each recipe.
"With 75 recipes to get you and your kids cooking
together, popular cookbook author Kathryn Kellinger has
taken family pizza night back to basics in the best of
ways. Her tried-and-true techniques make pizza night
stress-free and totally delicious. Let's Make Pizza! offers
a variety of options that keep everyone in mind: from
gluten-free eaters and vegans to the pickiest kids at the
dinner table."--Provided by publisher.
From George Foreman, two-time heavy-weight
champion of the world and one of the greatest salesmen
of all time, his cookbook written specifically for his
fabulous, indoor grills. From dorm rooms and first
apartments to suburban homes and four-star
restaurants, the George Foreman grill is one of
America's most popular small kitchen appliances. As a
world-class athlete and father of ten, George Foreman is
focused on fresh, healthy foods that keep him and his
family strong. Between kids, careers, and a heavyweight
training schedule, the Foremans are a big, constantly-inmotion family. Getting dinner on the table could be an
endurance event, but instead of going ten rounds in the
kitchen, George Foreman has perfected fast and easy,
and he passes on his strategy in George Foreman's
Indoor Grilling Made Easy. Here are more than 100
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recipes that speak to the reason everyone buys the
indoor grill in the first place: easy dishes filled with big,
bold flavor for healthy food fast. From breakfast foods to
snacks, entrées, side dishes, and even desserts made
on the grill, this is food to satisfy the young, the not-soyoung, and everyone in between. Most recipes are
naturally lower in carbohydrates (after all, George is a
carnivore of some note), but some have choice carbs to
fuel heavy training days. In addition to the recipes, there
are plenty of flavor-enhancing ideas—marinades, spice
rubs, and sauces—for simple cuts of fish, beef, pork, and
chicken. You'll also find insider info on how to make
perfect grilled veggies every time. George Foreman's
Indoor Grilling Made Easy even includes finger foods for
a party and a Thanksgiving dinner made on the grill.
Portions feed a family of four but can easily be
downsized for those living on their own (or doubled for
Foreman-sized families).
One of the best New York restaurants, a culinary
landmark that has been changing the face of American
dining for decades, now shares its beloved recipes,
stories, and pioneering philosophy. Opened in 1994,
Gramercy Tavern is more than just a restaurant. It has
become a New York institution earning dozens of
accolades, including six James Beard awards. Its
impeccable, fiercely seasonal cooking, welcoming and
convivial atmosphere, and steadfast commitment to
hospitality are unparalleled. The restaurant has its own
magic—a sense of community and generosity—that’s
captured in these pages for everyone to bring home and
savor through 125 recipes. Restaurateur Danny Meyer’s
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intimate story of how Gramercy was born sets the stage
for executive chef-partner Michael Anthony’s appealing
approach to American cooking and recipes that highlight
the bounty of the farmer’s market. With 200 sumptuous
photographs and personal stories, The Gramercy Tavern
Cookbook also gives an insider look into the things that
make this establishment unique, from the artists who
have shaped its décor and ambience, to the staff
members who share what it is like to be a part of this
close-knit restaurant family. Above all, food lovers will be
inspired to make memorable meals and bring the warmth
of Gramercy into their homes.
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